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THE ACQUIS:rT!ON Of A VERBAL REPERTO!R~ H A S2CON!:> LA~c,:JA<jE 
Introduction 
Richard Young 
University of Pennsylvania 
Studiea of speech com~unitiea have brought into :focus t~e 
different ways which members of a given community have · o! spea~ins 
according to the different social contexts in which they find 
themselves. Labov <1966> has shown how contextual styles such as 
casual speech, speech in interviews, and reading aloud o£ texts, word 
lists, and minill\al pairs bear a clear rehtion to the prcbabili ty o: 
c.::currencoe of certain pl>.onological items in the infornant's spee:.::h. 
Likewise, the topic of conversation in face-to-face interactions has 
been shown to exert a si~ilar effect on phonology. Labov <1970, 1984), 
Gu:nperz <1964> end Blom and Gumperz <1972> have shown that the choice 
of a particular code by aellbers of a bidialectal community 1s 
determined by the topic under discussion and by the group membership o£ 
the other participants in the interaction. 
Thus. mer.~ber.s of speech com~:~unities have resources which they a::.:: 
able to call on in order to comaunicate social aeening through speech 
which 90 far beyond the ;restrictions imposed by conventional l!lodels of 
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gra~mar. These resources may exist on any linguistic level from the 
lowest level of phonology up to end including the choice o£ dialect or 
lang'..l3ge. ' These sociolinguistic resources Gumper:z <1964) has called 
the speakets• verbal reeertoire, defined as "the totality of linguistic 
for~s regularly employed in the course of socially significant 
interactioh" <Dil 1971: 152). 
Indeed, the notion of a 'speech colllmunity' is itself related to 
the verbal repertoires o! the members o£ the COliU!Iunity, for those 
scholars who have defined speech coamunity <Hymes 1974, Labov 1969) 
have done so not solely in terms of a shared code, but .also, and 
necessarily, in terms o£ a shared set o£ norma of interpretation o£ the 
verbal repertoire. Thus Hymes' definition (1974:51), 
A speech colutunity is defined, then, tautologically but 
radically, as a community sharing knowledge o£ rules for 
the conduct end interpretation of speech. Such sharing 
comprisea knowledge of at least one form of speech, and 
knowledge also of its patterns of use. Both conditions are 
necessary. 
and that of Labov (1972a [19691: 120-1211), 
The speech community is not defined by ony aarked agreement 
in the use of lan~·.!!'lge elements, eo 11\UCh as by 
participation in a set of sh~red noras; these nor~s ~ay be 
observed in overt types of evaluative behavior, end by the 
uniformity of abstract patterns of variation which are 
invariant in respect to particular levels of usage. 
differ in how narrowly they define the verbal repertoire of a speech 
community, but agree on the necessary condition that the rules !or the 
lnterpretation of such a repertoire be shared. 
If members of speech coJ!IIIIuni ties have such repertoires at their 
co~mand, the question arises as to how those repertoires are acquired. 
However, until recently the question of how adults acquire o verbal 
re?ertc1re in a second language haa received scant attention 1 since the 
cen~ral question for second language acquisition CSLA> researchers has 
been to explain how acquirers internalize the linguistic code of the 
t1!n·get speech com111uni t/ rather than to investigate how they learn to 
use that code appropriately. 
Interest in the acquisition of o verbal repertoire in a second 
language has recently spawned a number of studies of the acquisition of 
discourse-prag~atic feature~ and cross-cultural studies of speech acta 
<Blu::t-Kulka 1983. Blun-Kulka and Olshtain 1984., Scarcella 1983, and 
Tannen 1984). A number of studies2 have docu~ented variation in second 
language production 1 but most of this work has addressed questions 
arising from theories of the systematicity of interlanguage <Selinker 
1972, La!::>ov 197la>l or concerning the: adequacy of co!llpeting 
psycholinguis:ic models o! second language production. Very few 
s~udies have in:erpre~ed the !acts of inte:rlanguage variation !rom the 
point of view o! · w!'lat they reveal about the acquisition of 
sociolinguistic competence in a second 3 language , and none has 
interpreted interlanguage variation as evidence of an incipient verbal 
repertoire in a second language. 
In this pa;?er I shall argue in favor of widening the scope of 
co::ve:n.iona! SLA research to include not only the e:cquisition of the 
linguistic patterns of t~e second language, but also the acquisition of 
Q verbal repertoire in a second language. The central question I wish 
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to address is, .. Is there evidence that variation in second language 
production re!lects sensitivity on the part of the eecond language 
learner to features of social context and interaction, such th~t we may 
interpret'this variation as t~e acquisition of a verbal re~ertoire in a 
second language?", and if this question can be answered in the 
affirmative, a subsequent question ia, "In what ways is the verbal 
repertoire of the second language learner similar or different to that 
of ae:abers of the target speech co111munity?" 
Previous Studies of Variation in Interlanguaqe 
Studies of variation in interlanguage that I have been able to 
4 
examine et first h~nd· have been carried out within a number cf 
theoretical paradigms, and have addressed a nu~ber of issues within the 
particular paradigm that researchers have been using. Thus, ev ide nee 
of systematic interlanguage va~iability has been used <1> to cha:lense 
the hypothesis o£ a 'natural order' of acquisition o£ l!lorpheme:. in the 
speech of children end adults acquiring English es a second language 
<Bailey, Madden, and Krashen 1974, Krashen 1981>: <2> to provide 
support for a hypothesized interlanguege system consisting of variable 
rules CLabov 1969>: (3) to support a 'gradual diffusion model' <Bailey 
1973, Bickerton 1973> of second language acquisition; <4> to enlarse 
the domain o! studies o! transfer from the mother tcngue to inc:ude 
transfer of sociolinguistic: rules: (5) to exempli!y the application of 
Accommodation Theory <Giles end Powesland 1975, Giles, Bourhis end 
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Taylor 1977) to second language acquisition; and <6> to provide 
ammunition against Krashen's (1981) Monitor Theory and AdJemian's 
(1976, 1982> homogeneous competence paradigm of inter language. 
Interlanguage variability has, in short, been many things to many 
researchers--from a stick with which to beat the hypothesea of others 
to a staff with which to support one's own. But for all researchers, 
interlanguage variability has been an incidental component of 
competence in a second language, and in none of the studies under 
review has interlanguage variability been taken in any sense as the 
£9J!!l of second language acquisition, in the radical way that Labov 
<197lb) has proposed that stylistic variability be one of the criteria 
for adequacy of natural languages. ' 
The design of previous studies of interlanguage variation has 
followed one canonical aode of psycholinguistic experimental design: a 
relevant population of speakers of a second language is identified, 
certain independent variables in the sociolinguistic situation are 
carefully manipulated, and the production of certain hypothesized 
dependent phonological or morphological variables in the subJects' 
interlanguage is measured. As a rule, the independent variable is a 
number of elicitation tasks ranged along a hypothesized dimension of 
5 degree of attention to speech • However, as Wolfson <1976> has pointed 
out, this dimension is indeed hypothetical, and whether the underlying 
trait which accounts for systematic variability in speech production 
across tasks is indeed to be identified with conscious monitoring of 
speech is an empirical question to be answered by paycholinguistic 
research: the relationship of identity cannot be assumed ~priori. 
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The dependent variables are phonological or morphological 
alternants as defined by Labov's <1972a C1969J: 72) principle of 
accountability, viz. 
any variable form (a member of a set of alternative ways cf 
"saying the sa~e thing"> should be reported with the 
proportion of cases in which the form did occur in the 
relevant environment, compared to the total number of cases 
in which it might have occurred. 
However, second language researchers have differed in how they have 
treated linguistic variables: the maJority o£ studies rave counted 
variables simply as either target-like or non-target-like, while a 
minority have classified all alternants into phonetical!y ci~tinct 
types before proceeding to make the target-like/non-target-like 
distinction. Although the difference between the two approaches may 
seem a small one, in :!act it reveals two complimentary assumptions 
about the role of the aecond language learner in the target speech 
community. If the linguistic variables are either target-like or non-
target-li~e, then the variability may be seen as lllarking a bounddl'Y 
between members of the target speech community and non-members. Given 
the proviso that the target community for second language learners may 
not always be the community of speakers of the standard variety of the 
6 target , this analysis aay thus be of interest in the study of how 
learners come <or fail to come> to share in the sociolinguistic rights 
and obligations o£ the targeted apeech community. On the other hand, 
an analysis which does not take the targeted forms as one of its points 
o£ departure implies the existence of a community o! apea!<ers o£ an 
interlanguage with their own consistent rules for interpreting 
interlanguage variation. The existence of such a corntlunl ty implies 
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shared repertoires and values, and while there may be situations in 
which suc:h repertoires and v;:~lues do obtain 7 , in the most frequently 
studied cases of second language acquisition (immigrants in!orma!ly 
ecquir ing a second language in dominantly monolingual societies, or 
children receiving formal instruction in a foreign language a~ sc~ool> 
this is not the case. The question as to which approach to take to 
linguistic variables in interlanguage is thus dependent on the nature 
of the contact situation. 
A su~mary o£ the main points of seven previous studies o! 
interlanguage varlation is given in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Studies of Variation in Interlanguage 
==============================================:======================== 
Study 
Beebe 1980 
Beebe S. 
Zuengler 1983 
SubJects Target 
Language 
Independent 
Variable 
9 Thai 
adults 
61 ethnic 
Chinese 
children 
English Task: 
as a - Conversation 
second - Listing 
language 
Thai 
as a 2nd 
dialect 
Interlocutor: 
- Same ethnicity 
- Different 
ethnicity 
Dickerson t 10 
Dickerson 1977 Japanese 
adults 
English 
as a 
second 
langu.ege 
Task: 
- Free speech 
- Dialogue 
Gatbonton 
1978 
Larsen-Freeman 
1975 
Schmidt 1977 
Tarone 1985 
27 French 
Canadian 
adults 
English 
as a 
second 
language 
24 adults: English 
6 Arabic as a 
6 Japanese second 
6 Persian language 
6 Spanish 
34 adults 
and 
children: 
Egyptian 
Arabic 
English 
as a 
foreign 
language 
reading 
- Word list 
reading 
Task: 
- Spontaneous 
speech 
- Paragraph 
reading 
- Minbal pairs 
Task: 
- Oral interview 
- Oral i•itation 
- Listening test 
- Reading teat 
- Writing test 
Task: 
- Reading passage 
- Word lists 
- Minimal pairs 
20 adults: English Task: 
10 Arabic as a - Narrative 
10 Jap- second - Interview 
anese language - Written test 
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Linguistic 
Variable 
Phonological: 
Initial and 
final Crl 
Phonological: 
6 vowel variables 
2 consonant 
variables 
Phonologicel: 
<z> in 4 
environments, 
<r> in 2 
environments 
Phonological: 
<th>, 
(h) 
Morp!tological: 
Accuracy order of 
ING, AUX, PLURAL, 
3PS, PAST REG, 
IRR PAST, POSS, 
'ia', ARTICLES 
Phonological: 
Cthl 
Morphological: 
3PS, 
De£. article, 
PLURAL, 
Direct ObJect 
Pronoun 'it' 
The studies aay be divided according to the nature o£ the 
independent variable (either task or interlocutor), and according to 
the level o£ the dependent linguistic variable (either phonological or 
Jlorphological>. The aaJority of studies, however, relate task to 
phonological variation, and I will review these first. 
Dickerson's study <Dickerson 1974, 1975, Dickerson and Dickerson 
1977) is a longitudinal study of the acquisition o£ English phonology 
by Japanese adults. The results appear to show highly systematic 
variation across linguistic environments and across elici t~tion tasks 
in the production of <r> 8 and <z> • The percentage of target-like 
pronunciations of the two variants was found to be a monotonically 
increasing function of the fouality of the elicitation 9 task • 
Dickerson interprets her results as lending support to the hypothesis 
that variable rules underlie interlanguage competence. 
Other studies of phonological variation across task have yielded 
the same result, although the interpretations placed on the results 
have been different. Gatbonton <1978), in an atte111pt to apply e 
gradual diffusion model of linguistic change to second language 
acquisition, found incidentally that rule changes toward the target 
happened first in reading tasks end only later in spontaneous speech. 
Schmidt <1977> found a similar patterning of <th> variebles in the 
speech of learners of English in Egypt both in English end in the 
colloquial Arabic which was their mother tongue, end concluded that 
variation in English was a result of transfer of sociolinguistic rules 
fro& the mother tongue. Beebe <1980), however, showed that more than 
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Just transfer was involved when she measured the variants of Cr) across 
task in the English speech of Thai informants. She found evidence that 
those word-initial environments in which Cr) occurred in both Th~i and 
Eng!ish h~d to a transfer of the native language rule of variance 
Cwhich in this case led to the production of fewer target-like for~s in 
the formal tas~t in English than in the infor:~~al one), whereas word-
final environments <found in American English but not in Thai) produced 
the monotonically increasing relationship between for:nali ty and 
pronunciation accuracy found in other studies10• 
As far as in~erlanguage phonology is concerned then, there seems 
to be a likelihood that more target-like variants will be elicited by 
more for~al tasks s~ch as the reading of dialogues and word lists than 
will be elicited in spontaneous speech. In this respect, then, the 
structure of the verbal repertoire of the second language learner bears 
a distinct similarity to that of me~bers of targeted speech community, 
who vary in a similar way toward prestige forms and away fro'r.l. non-
standard forms in more for~al speech styles. Howeve~, the image. of the 
second language learner as a member of two speech coml'luni ties with at 
times conflicting rules is brought out by the pronunciations o£ Beebe's 
informants o£ Cr> in syllable-initial position. 
Two studies of moroholocical variation across ta3!: produced, 
however, results which are not so consistent ae those found in 
phonology. Larsen-Freeman's <1975> study was conceived w!thin the 
research paradigm of studies of acquisition orders in first and second 
language acquisition, and thus sheds light only obliquely on our ~ain 
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concerns. The study was designed to test whether 1210rpheme accuncy 
11 
orders were invariant across task, She found no significant 
correlation among the rank orders for accurate production of ten 
r~orphemes across five tasks of writing, listening, speaking, reading, 
and imitation except in the three cases of writing x reading, 
. t. k. d k. . . t t. 12 wr1 1ng x epee 1ng, an epea 1ng x 1111 a 1on Since the study 
addresses the question of variation only indirectly, we are 
unfortunately given no data on the actual accuracy order on each of the 
tasks, only the rank order correlation coefficients, so it is 
impossible to JUdge whether the variation is similar to that reported 
in the other studies in which the dependent variables are 
. morphological. 
A second study of morphological variation across task is Tarone's 
(1985> study of the interlanguage production of 10 Arabic and 10 
Japanese adults in narrative.!., interviews, and written tests. Tarone 
measured the percentage of target-like productions of two bound 
11\0rphemea--third-person singular ~ on present tense verba, and noun 
plural :..2.--. and two free lliOrphe:nes--de£inite article the, and direct 
obJect pronoun it--across the three tasks and found, surprisingly, that 
target-like accuracy across the tasks arranged in ascending order of 
hypothetica! degree of attention to speech <narrative, interview, test> 
was not the monotonically increasing function of degree of attention to 
speech that was resularly found in the studies of 13 phonology • 
Tarone'a results for the two bound mor~henes are far from clear, aince 
the more formal tasks elicit more target-like production in some cases, 
seem to make no difference in others. and in yet other cases elicit a 
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smaller percentage of target-like forms. However, in the case of the 
two free •orphemes, definite article and direct obJect pronoun it, the 
results ale consistent and consistently against the trend to be found 
in the phonological studies, viz. the ~ for~~~al tasks e!icit 
target-like utterances ~ do ~ leas formal tasks. Although 
Tarone's results in the case o£ free aorphemea appear surprising in the 
light of a consistently opposite trend found in the studies of 
phonology, I will present evidence that they are by no means an 
unreliable figment of one particular experiment, rather they are to be 
found in the present study of morphological variation, anc ir.deed are 
to be e~pected on theoretical grounds. 
The final study under review is Beebe and Zuengler's <1983> report 
o£ variat.ion in the phonology of 61 Thai-Chinese bilingual children. 
This study is unique in a number of respects since (1) the independent 
variable is the ethnicity of the interlocutor in conversation with the 
children; and <2> the subJects were fluent in the ta::get language, 
Thai, since they were ethnic Chinese children born and growing up in 
That'land. Beebe and Zuengler hypothesized that the Chinese children 
would accommodate in their speech to an ethnic Chinese interlocutor by 
using more non-standard Chinese phonology than when the interlocutor 
was Thai. Although neither interlocutor used Chinese to the children, 
the results confined the hypothesis by ahowing that for !i ve out of 
six vowel variables, and for both consonant variables, significantly 
Jlore non-standard variants were used with the ethnic Chine.~e 
14 interlocutor • From the point of view of verbal repertoire, this 
result is not surprising since the children were, by virtue of their 
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fluency in Thai, full •embers of a speech community where ethnic 
!dent! ty is also marked linguistically, in a way which !a perhap.:! 
linguistically more subtle but no less significant than the way in 
which caste membership is marked by language choice in rural India 
CGumperz 1957>, the group membership of an interlocutor is marked by 
language choice· in rural Norway <Blolll end Gumperz 1972), or in urban 
Barcelona <Woohrd 1985). A more interesting question would be to esk 
how that component of a verbal repertoire used for marking group 
membership of en interlocutor is acquired in a second languege. That 
is the question which the present study will address. 
Interlanguaqe Morohology and the Acquisition 
of a Verbal Repertoire in a Second Languaqe 
The present study was designed as a preli~inary investigation into 
the effect of interlocutor on morphological va::-iation in a second 
language. The second langu.!lge was English, being acquired by the 
subJects in the United States, and thus in order to test for the 
existence o:f components of verbal repertoire in the second language, 
the interlocutors were chosen to represent either native-speaking <NS> 
aembers of the target speech community or else, like the subJects, non-
native-speakers <~NSs> o:f English. The choice of interlocutor as the 
independent variable was made becau3e only one previous study <Beebe 
~nd 2uengler 1983) had addressed the effects o:f this variable, end 
since that study dealt with patterns of variation among fluent 
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bilinguals there is some question as to whether the findings are 
relevant to studies of second language acquirers at a lower overall 
level of proficiency. There were also clearly mc.tivated re~gons fo!:' 
the variation :£ounc! in Beebe and Zuengler's study from the point c:f 
view of Accommodation Theory, end there is some doubt as to whether 
such a clear pattern of variation would emerge i£ C1> the shared 
ethnic! ty of subJect and interlocutor were not e aa]or factor in the 
speech situation (Beebe, personal communication>: and C2> the subJects 
were less than fluent in the second language. 
There ere, however, I maintain, good reasons !or believing that 
such variation is likely to occur nonetheless. In the first place, if 
variation in second language production is seen as the acquisition of a 
verbel repertoire. then it is well established that part of nat.i ve 
verbal repertoire in English includes the differential phonological, 
lexical, morphoayntactic, and discourse features of Fcreigner Talk 
<Ferguson 197l, 1975, 1981, Freed 1978, Clyne (ed.> 1981, Lc·ns 1983>. 
In this respect, then, variation in second language production ecroaa 
NS/NNS interlocutors may be seen as the acquisition of a Foreigner Talk 
repertoire in a second language. In the second place, it has been 
established <Varonis and Gass 1985, Young and Doughty 1985> that N~S­
NNS conversations differ significantly from NS-N~S conver~ations from 
the point of view of the features of conversational discourse whicb 
occur in the negotiation of 11eaning. In the Varonis and Gasa dat,3, 
conversations between non-native speakers contain almost four ti~es as 
11any negotiated instances of non-understanding or misunderstanding as 
occur in similar NS-NNS conversations. It ia likely that this 
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difference in discourse also has repercussions on other linguistic 
levels. And finally, Bickerton <1984) has proposed that the degree o! 
morphosyntactic divergence between contemporary creolee and their 
corresponding auperstrate languages may be causally attributed to the 
amount o£ contact which e~isted between NNSs of the auperatrate and ~Sa 
at the time of the original £ormation of the pidgin. Thus, in 
Bickerton's view, prolonged periods of contact between relatively large 
numbers o~ NSs end pidgin speakers lead to creolea which diverge less 
from the ~uperstrate than do aituations in ·which the initial period o:: 
contact is short and the proportion of NSs is low. Frcm the pcint o! 
view of second language acquisition, Bickerton's theory is one c: 
input, in which greater contact with NS inter locutor a leads to more 
target-like second language production. If this is the case, it should 
be possible, given sensitive enough instruments, to observe such a 
process at work in the minutiae of individual conversations. Thl!S we 
asy conclude that even when strong conditions for accommodation are not 
preS~='!nt in the c:ontext o£ second language speech, there ere nor.etheless 
well-grounded reasons for believing that variation in speech production 
across interlocutors iR likely to take place. It remains to be seen 
exec:tly what £ora this variation will take. 
The dependent variable in the present study was the production of 
the nine graaaaticel morphemes: copula, definite article~ inde!inite 
article, noun plural, regular past tense, irregular past tense, third 
person singular present tense :.§.I progressive au::dliary mdrl<er :i.!:!.£, 
end progressive auxiliary be in the speech of the six au~Jects. It was 
decided to study interlanguage morphology rather than phonological 
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variables, since work on .the latter had produced conclusive evidence of 
systematic variation which could be explained, to 111y eeltisfoction at 
least, by, recourse to well-established theories. Morphology seemed 
more promising since morphological variation across interlocutors is 
reletively' unexplored territory, end also since it promised to shed 
some light . on the process o! aorphosyntactic development in 
interlangu~ge over tiae, which is o! central concern to second language 
acquisition. 
Data Collection and Analysis 
Date were gathered !rom six NNS learners of English at the 
University o£ Pennsylvania's English Program !or Foreign Students 
<EPFS>. The subJects were young adults <three men and three women) 
selected to reflect a low to intermediate proficiency level, as 
11easured by their enrollment in low or intermediate English cl<Ssses. 
and a relatively short (less than 6 aonths) period of residence in the 
United States, since it was expected that the interlanguage o£ such 
subJects would be aore highly variable than that of other second 
language learners. The subJects were also chosen to reflect a range of 
15 language backgrounds in tbe hope that the aggregate effect due to 
transfer o£ sociolinguistic rules !rom the first language would be 
negligible. Th.e subJects were ell briefed before the study began and 
were told that the aim o£ it was to find out h.ow NNSs actually spoke 
English, and th.at it was in no way a test of their English 
'· :' 
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proficiency. They were asked to talk for 20 to 30 minutes to two 
different interlocutors on topics concerning <1> their impressions of 
life in Philadelphia; and <2> di:Herences between life back home and 
life in the United States. 
Interlocutors were chosen from among the community o£ students, 
administrators, and teachers at EPFS in order that subJects and 
interlocutors would be acquainted with one another but would not be 
close friends. All NS interlocutors were speakers o£ standard 
varieties of English, and all NNS inter locutor& were of comparable 
English pro!iciency level to the subJects. Interlocutors received the 
eame briefing as subJects and in addition were asked to get the 
subJects to talk as much as possible by prompting and asking ~uestions 
about the topic. Since it wee believed that a gender difference 
between interlocutor and subJect might have an effect on speech, 
especially in the case o! the Japanese subJects, all subJects and 
interlocutors were same-gender pairs. All conversations took plece in 
empty classrooms at EPFS and were recorded on portable cass~tte 
recorders placed in full view of both participants. No one else was 
present during the conversations. 
Approximately 6 hours o£ tape recordings were gathered in this way 
which wer~ later transcribed in English orthography. This yielded a 
total of over 18,000 words o£ transcript, and approximately 1700 
obligatory contexts for production of the morphe~:~es unde1· 
investigation. Since the subJects were immigrants into a native-
speaking, do:~~inantly monolingual speech community, and the research 
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design involved an investigation o:£ how the presence o:£ mer.~bers o:£ that 
community affected second language production, it was decided to 
measure variation in ter:11s of how accurately su!>Jects lllodelled the 
morphology· o:£ the target language--standard English--rather than 
measure variation independently of the target. These date were then 
·' 
anely:zed according to the Target-Like Use aetbod of quantification o:£ 
morpheme data proposed by Stauble <1981> and Pica (1983>. Each context 
for actual or target-like use o:£ each of the aorpheaes was then scored 
as an instance of (1) target-like use in an obligatory context <TLU>, 
<2> omission in obligatory conte:.:t <O!'D, or (3) overuse in a non-
obligatory context <OU>, and lastly the total o:! obligatory conte):ts 
<OC> was calculated ·as the sum o! TLU + 0~. EY.amples of each category 
and definitions o! each of the nine morphemes ~easured are given below: 
Cooula (COP> 
Oblig~tory context: Any verbal context requiring a form of 
be as copula. 
Target-like use: she's 59 years old 
Omission: I from Tokyo 
Overuse: I'm very missi every country's people 
Inde!inite article <INDEF> 
Obligatory context: Any determiner context requ1r1ng marking 
with !. or !!!.. in English. 
Target-like use: And she have a boyfriend 
Omission: She's hairdresser 
Overuse: I want to see a snow 
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Plural <PLU> 
Obligatory context: Any noun context requiring plural 
marking in English. 
Target-like use: And my other niece is four years 
O:nission: I c:ame three aonth ago 
Overuse: I have a new friends 
Definite ~rticle <DEF> 
Obligatory context: Any determiner context requiring the in 
English. 
Target-like use: How about your aother? 
Oh stay the hospital again 
Omission: I don't like Japanese govern~ent system maybe 
Overuse: It is expensive to get a house near the downtown 
Irreoular pa9t tenee <IRR> 
Obligatory context: Any verbal context requ~r~ng a past 
tense of an irregular verb in English 
<not including past tense copulas). 
Target-like use: You other day told me one month only return 
home 
Omission: I talk with ay family yeete~day too 
Overuse: We must took off the shoes 
Regular past tense <PST> 
Obligatory co·1text: Any verbal conteY.t requiring a past 
tense o! a regular verb in English. 
Target-like use: Yesterday I talked she her son 
Omission: I drink beer in the Singapore 
Overuse: I talked my neighborhood CI want to talk about my 
neighborhood> 
Third person singular present ~ <3PS> 
Obliga+nry context: Any present tense third person singular 
verb requiring final -a inflection 
in English <not including copula>. 
Target-like use: Maybe the problem is better when he decides 
to marry. 
O~ission: But it cost, it need e lot of money 
Overuse: Compared with Western people, Japanese drinks 
alcohol well 
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Progressive aspect marker <ING> 
Obligatory context: Any verbal context requ1r1ng marking 
with -ing for progressive espect in 
Eriglish. . 
T~rget-like use: But now 100 people waiting 
O~isaion: What happen? <What's happening?> 
Overuse: Sometiae in the aorning I drinking 
Progressive auxiliary (AUX> 
Obligatory context: Any preverbal context requiring c form of 
~ to complete aarking of progressive 
aspect in English. 
Target·like use: All the time you are learning 
0111ission: But now 100 people waiting 
Overuse: She's open the door 
Instances o£ each category for each morpheme were then totaled for 
the six subJects in conversation with (al the NNS interlocutor and (b) 
the NS interlocutor. The TLU accuracy score was then calculated as: 
Results 
TLU 
TLU Accuracy = ---~--- x 100~. 
oc + ou 
The first level of analysis is to ahow what effect the 
interlocutor had on overall accurecy for the 9 11orphemes 11easured for 
each of the six subJects. The results o£ this analysis ere shown in 
Table 2. 
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Table 2 
TLU Accuracy Scores <SubJeCt x Interlocutor) 
===================:::=======================:=============:====== 
Net effect 
Ll NNS interlocutor NS interlocutor Over- of NS 
of 
---------------- --------------
all on 
subJect OCs Accuracy OCs Accuracy ace. accuracy 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Italian 221 79.7" 396 
Portuguese 38 70.0% 89 
Arabie 
Spanish 
Japanese 
Japanese 
HEANS: 
68 46 .1" 33 
210 58.1% 221 
57 47. 9~, 140 
52 27.4" 178 
108 54.9% 176 
NUMBER OF PAIRED OBSERVATIO.NS: 
STANDARD DEVIATION: 
STANDARD ERROR: 
T VALUE: 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM: 
2-TAIL PROBABILITY: 
83.4% 
74.2% 
71.4% 
59.1% 
59. 8!, 
34.7% 
63.8% 
81.6% 
72.1% 
58.8% 
58.6% 
53. 9:, 
31.1% 
6 
0.081 
0.033 
2.697 
5 
< .os 
3.7% 
4.2" 
25.3% 
1.0~~ 
11.9% 
7.3% 
8. 9~, 
=========:==========~==============:========================:===== 
Table· 2 shows clearly that in every case, the overall 
•orphological accuracy of interlanguage production when second language 
learners are in conversation with a NS interlocutor is high~r than when 
the interlocutor is another NNS. Although there are considerable 
differences between individuals, the aean difference of 8.9 percentage 
points is significant at the p < .OS levQl on a t-tQat for matchQd data 
pairs. 
However, when we sum the scores for all six subJects on each 
morpheme 8 more complicated picture emerges, as can be seen in Table 3. 
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Table 3 
TLU Accuracy Scores (Morpheme x Interlocutor) 
===============:=~=======================================·====== 
Net effect 
Morpheme NNS interlocutor NS interlocutor Over- of NS 
---------------- ---------------
all on 
OCs Accuracy OCs Accuracy ace. accuracy 
----------------------------------------------------------------
COP 189 85.6" 339 77.2% 80.2% -8.4~' 
INDEF 99 73.8% 143 71.7~ 72.5% -2.1% 
PLU 73 50.6% 172 71.8% 65 .4~, 21.2~;; 
DEF 106 66. 9~~ 127 60.7':1. 63.4~' -6. 2:~ 
IRR 105 38.5% 147 55.9% 48.6~, 17. 4~;. 
PST 30 32.3% 47 48.9~ 42. 3~, 16. 6~, 
ING 9 29.4~' 32 41.1~;; 38.4:• 11. 7~ 
3PS 25 21.6% 39 43.1~ 34.1% 2l. 5" 
AUK 10 15 .4~: 11 23. s~' 20.0% 8.1% 
Totals 646 61.0% 1057 65.3% 4.3~ 
========================================;======================= 
Table 3 shows that despite the overall gain in morpheme accuracy 
brought about by e NS interlocutor, the pattern o! variation is not th~ 
same for ell aorpheraes. Whereas plural ::§.• irregular and regular p.:ot.st 
tenses, third person singular :.!.• progressive aspect 111arker -inc, a:.c 
the progressive auxiliary ~contribute to the gain in overall accuracy 
by occurring in more target-like environments with NS interlocutors, 
three other aorpheaes--copula, end definite and indefinite 
articles--have in :fact lower accuracy scores in conversaticna with . 
NSs. This result is illustroted grophically in Figures 1 and 2, in 
which the negative variablea Ci .e., those !or which the net e!£ecl: of 
the NS interlocutor is to decrease accuracy) l:lre separated out from the 
positive variables Ci.e., those !or which the net effect o£ the NS 
interlocutor is to increase accuracy>. It should be noted, however, 
that althou9h these general tendencies may be ob~erved in the ~ggregate 
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data, there ere considerable dif:£erences among subJects which may be 
cue to the influence o£ di:fferent first. languages. When tested on a 
llatched-pair t-test., none of the above aggregate d1£:£erences reaches 
the .OS level of significance. 
Discussion 
We may now attempt to onswer the two questions posed in the 
introduction which aoti voted this study. In the first place, the 
broad-brush picture of variation painted in Table 2 demonstrates that, 
indeed, learners of a second language i111mersed in the target speech 
community show variation in interlanguage production according to 
whether the person to whom they ere speaking is c aember of that 
community or whether that person is a fellow non-native speaker. The 
morphology o£ their interlanguage production iE closer to the target 
when their interlocutor is a aember of the target speech community, and 
further from the target when their interlocutor is, like themselv~~. a 
non-native speaker. Thus we aay eey with eome degree of confidence 
that speakers o£ second languages, even when they are considerably less 
than fluent in the target language, none~heless show sensitivity in 
their speech production to features o£ social context and interaction. 
The result also shows that the presence o£ a maJor social psychological 
force such as the shared ethnicity of subJects in the Beebe and 
Zuengler <1'373> study is not a necessary condition for linguistic 
accommodation to the speech of interlocutors to occur, aince most of 
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Figure 1 
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the NNS interlocutors in this study were not matched with subJects from 
16 the same ethnic or language background • 
Although there are considerable differences among individuals in 
the degree to which the accuracy of their speech is influenced by the 
presence of a NS interlocutor, the overall positive effect is an 
important one for understanding the conditions for second language 
acquisition, end seems also to provide support for Bickerton's <1984) 
view that the amount of contact between NSs and NNSs of European 
languages in the early stages of creole formation had a crucial effect 
on how far the creole morphosyntex diverged from that of the 
superstrate, and also Alleyne's <1971) view that creole continua 
originated in the social conditions of the early creole period in which 
some creole speakers h~d more contact with NSs of the superstrate than 
others. 
It appears. too. that some degree of sociolinguistic competence is 
acquired by second language learners very early on in the course of 
second language acquisition. This competence may in soBe way reflect 
the Foreigner Talk competence of NSs since there ere many ways in which 
speech used by NSs to foreigners is less 'target-like' than that used 
in comparable circumstances with other NSs. The question of how 
similar the variation is between standard and Foreigner Talk on the one 
h~nd. and between talk by NNSs to NSs and to other NNSs on the other 
is, however, an empirical one, and should not be preJudged. The only 
thing that can be taken for granted is that the unconscious ability to 
aodel one's speech on that o£ one's interlocutor seems to be a 
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fund~mental part of human linguistic competence in the exercise and in 
the acquisition of language. 
The second question of e>:<:!ctly what form ~norphologic~l variation 
across interlocutor takes is less clear. Here too, individual 
differences are great, too great in !act !or us to draw any :f'irlll 
conclusions about the effect of interlocutor on each of the individual 
1\0rphemes. There are, however, enough similarities between the 
findings reported here and those reported by Tarone (1985> in her study 
of ~or~hological variation across task, to allow us to draw some 
tentative conclusions. In both studies, the ~aJority of morphe~es vary 
in accuracy towards the target in more formal contexts of elicitation 
and in conversation with NSs, and this is indeed to be expected. Whet 
seems remarkable is that there ere a number o:£ aorphemes --definite 
article, indefinite article, copula, and direct obJect pronoun--which 
appear to be less accurate in the sa~e situations. There are a number 
o! possible explanations !or why this should be the case. 
In the findings reported here, those three morphemes labelled as 
negative variables are to be found among the !our 11orphemes whose 
overall accuracy scores are highest <all above 60~ TLU accuracy), The 
effect may therefore be one in which when learners acquire relative 
mastery of a form, they begin to use that form to mark features of the 
sociolinguigtic situation in a ci!ferent way to the way in which it is 
unconsciously marked by phonological and other aorphological 
variables. There seems to be no theoretical Justification for such a 
switch, however, for neither theories of language acquisition, of 
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soci9linguistic variation, nor of accommodation to interlocutor predict 
such a reversal. 
It should be noted that all the morphe~es which be~ave as negative 
variables. are free forms, and all but one of the morphemes which behave 
17 
as positive variables are bound forms • Another possible explanation 
£or the anomalous behavior o£ the negative variables is that the 
greater amount of negotiation of 11\eaning in NNS-NNS conversations in 
comparison with NS-NNS conversations found by Varonis end Gass <1985) 
produces a greeter degree of accuracy o£ free morphemes. 
A find possibility is that the acquisition of these negative 
variables, or indeed any morpheme, may not simply be a matter of a 
uniform increase in accuracy toward the target, but as Huebner <1983b) 
found for the free form ~ <marking various combinations of 
definiteness and specificity and deriving from target English the> in 
his subJect.' s speech over a period of time, development ewey froli\ the 
target at particular stages of development may reflect changes in the 
internal structure of the learner's inter language. Sanko!! has also 
shown (Sanko££ and Laberge 1973, Sanko££ 1977> that reanalysis over 
time of free morphemes in the development of pidgins leads to a 
di££erent functional assignment for the same form at different 
hiatorical stages. If the kind o:! variation which is being obeerved ir. 
this study bears any similarity to development over ti::~e c! 
interlanguege or of pidgin, then it is poasible that what ia happening 
to the negative variables is some form o£ functional realignment, such 
that 11ovement is for the time being in e direction away from the 
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target. 
Unfortunately, there con be no clear explanation for the anomalous 
benavior of the negative variables without further research. 
remains the possibility, in any case, that such •anomalous' behavior is 
merely rar.dom variation, end further studies need to be carried out to 
deteraine whether the pheno~enon is a significant one and not simply a 
:freak result. 
In conclusion, this study has added to the growing body of 
research into variation in second language production by de~onstratins 
that second language learners vary in how accurately they apeak the 
target language according to whether their interlocutor is a native 
speaker o£ the target or is, like themselves, s non-native speaker. It 
has shown that sociolinguistic competence is en essential part of 
linguistic competence even during the early stages o! acquisition of a 
second language. The accsuisition o£ a second lar.guage over 
deve!opmental the may, in many respects, Dirror the variation ac:::-oe.a 
speech styles found in other studies and the variation across 
interlocutors :found in the present study. The overall positive ef!ect 
o£ a NS interlocutor on morphological variation in the speech o! the 
second language learner may explain such pheno~ena e~ fossilization o! 
in~erlanguage and of creoles when contact wi~h NSs is re~oved, and ~ay 
e~plain the variaticna found anong the speech of inmigrant workers and 
other acquirer.s which haa. previously been attributed to their social 
and psychological distance fro~ the target language community (Meisel, 
Claheen, and Pienemann 1981). 
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From this viewpoint, the acquisition o£ a verbal repertoire in a 
second language is coterminous with the acquisition of the second 
language itself. Whereas previously the acquisition of a second 
language has been eeen as a process of unfolding of cognitive schema~a, 
it aay now be seen as a consequence of the nature of human language to 
both reflect and define situations of social interaction. 
1. The following quotation is representative of mainstrea~ S~A 
concerns: .. The question central to interlanguage research, end all 
language acquisition research, is 'How do acquirera internalize 
linguistic patterns of the target language?~" <Huebner 1983a: 33> 
2. See the following section for a review. 
3. The work of Beebe 1977, 1980, 1983, Beebe and Zuengler 1983, is a 
notable exception here. 
4. There are others reported in the literature , e.g., Fairbanks 1982 
. ' 
cited in Tarone 19S4, that I have been unable to examine at first hand. 
5. In the Labovlan paradigm which'inspires auch of this research, the 
independent variable is called speech style, and attention to speech is 
put forward as a latent trait underlying performance in different 
speech styles, thus ••we find thet styles can be ranged along a single 
dimension, measured by the amount of attention paid to speech... (Labov 
1972a [196Sl: 20S) 
6. Cf. Beebe 1983. 
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7. Such a situation may be found where two org~nic speech communities 
are in close and frequent intercourse, and where mutual attitudee 
towards stereotypical speech forms of the other community are strong 
and consistent. 
e. The notation of round parentheses to enclose phonological variables 
is that proposed by Labov (1963). 
9. Although Dicxeraon's results are suggestive, she does not test their 
significance by any of the accepted statistical methods, such as by 
ANOVA or t-test. In this respect she follows a similar omission in 
Labov <19GG>, and is followed in her turn by Gatbonton <1978>, Schmidt 
<1977>, and Tarone (1975>. The imputed relationship between dependent 
and independent variables in the work of these researchers is based 
solely on the slope of a line in the graphic plots o! their dat~. 
10. Beebe's results were tested by means of a t-test and yielcsd 
significance levels of p<.02 for initial <r>, and p<.001 !or final <r>. 
11. Larsen-Freemen prefers to cell them 'acquisition orders'. 
12. The data co~pared here are Spearman rank-order correlation 
coefficients, which are significant at the p< .OS level for only three 
out of the ten comparisons. 
13. Ag-~in, the conclusions are drawn from the slope of lines in the 
graphic representation of Tarone' a data, and not from any statistical 
~easure of significance. 
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14. Levels o! significance were measured on a t-test and ranged between 
p<.001 and p<.02. 
15. The native languages represented were: Ja?anese <2 subJects), 
Venezuelan Spanish, Italian, Brazilian Portuguese, and Libyan Arabic. 
16. In one case a speaker of Mexican Spanish was paired with a 
Venezuelan subJect, and in another case the Italian subJect was paired 
with an Italian interlocutor, but in the four other NNS-NNS 
conversations, neither ethnicity nor first language was shared. 
17. The one exception is the progressive auxiliary which with an 8.1~ 
net increase in accuracy with a NS interlocutor has the weakest 
positive effect. 
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